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 Times that are only the memories that many of us cherish today. The original has been restored and it is a pleasure to see that many have managed to keep their memory alive as they have found the copy! The film runs in Bengali, English and also Kolkatai: Bengali language, as the film was made. Filmed in 90's in Kolkata, which means that it is a vintage. (You have to be quick and watch it early as
this isn't a regular daily upload) ** SUBSCRIBE TO MY SECOND CHANNEL ** ** About My Film ** The main cast of this film belongs to a load shedding loving generation, and this film gives them a chance to immortalise their precious memories. Just take a look and you'll know what I mean. My aim in making this film is not to condemn the current load shedding regime. It is to remind those

of the 90's generation and all those who love Kolkata, of the beauty of the early load shedding days and the reasons behind it. It was as simple as that. Why? Because they are memories of our childhood and youth. Because it has been a silent spectator of the change of our city and its people. and Because it belongs to us and to those who love Kolkata. ** Commissioned by the NewWestTo Film
Festival** ** GangAppa Film Co. (Producer)** ** Sougata Roy (Screenplay)** ** Soukarya Ghosal (Director)** ** Rana Dasgupta (Editor)** ** British Council (Commissioning body)** First let me make this clear, this is not a video against the load shedding. This is the realization that load shedding is a part of life. This is just a video pointing out how load shedding is a serious problem today, but

any solution will be no solution at all until we learn to live with it. Join me at EngSub/Sanskrit text, good pictures, lot of content! First let me make this clear, this is not a video against the load shedding. This is the realization that load shedding is a part of life. This is just a video pointing out how load shedding is a serious problem today, but any solution will be no solution at all until we 82157476af
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